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Purpose of the Report

To update the Fire Commission on matters in relation to fire service industrial relations.

Summary

This paper is for information and briefly describes the main industrial relations issues at 
present.  

Recommendation

To note.

Action:

Members are asked to discuss and share local issues relevant to the national positions. 

 

Contact officer:  Gill Gittins 

Position: Principal Negotiating Officer

Phone no: 020 7187 7335

E-mail: gill.gittins@local.gov.uk
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DCLG/FBU Pension Scheme Reform Dispute

1. Strike action by Fire Brigades Union members is currently suspended while its 
talks continue with DCLG.  

2. Following the most meeting the Fire Minister had with the FBU we understand she 
wrote to the General Secretary on the morning 3 October, in summary saying there 
are some technical issues that need further work and on that basis, she doesn’t 
expect to lay the Regulations before 20 October. The previous date had been 13th 
October. That letter was considered by the FBU’s Executive Council on the same 
day and a circular issued to their members which welcomed that move. 

3. The circular made reference to any amended proposals needing to be discussed  
between DCLG and HM Treasury - ‘… it appears that discussions between DCLG 
and HM Treasury are still under way. While this is extremely frustrating, it does 
suggest that there may be attempts being made to revise the current 
(unacceptable) proposals’. In addition, should amended and acceptable proposals 
not be forthcoming its members were reminded that, ‘In such circumstances, 
members should be ready for the continuation of our fight by every means 
available, political legal – and of course industrial.’

NJC for Local Authority Fire and Rescue Services 

Joint Working Party (Fitness)

4. Members are aware of the principles in relation to fitness issues that have been 
agreed ‘in principle’ by the NJC for some time now. As far as formal agreement is 
concerned, once the outcome of the DCLG/FBU discussions on the non-actuarially 
reduced pension matter (or as it is referred to by the FBU - ‘no job, no pension’) is 
clear, wording on the remaining 11th principle can be identified and also reflected in 
work on the finer points underpinning the principles and how they will work in 
practice. 

5. The principles make reference to the establishment of a Joint Working Party, 
chaired by DCLG, to consider matters relating to fitness in the context of 
developing a best practice guide. 

6. Much of the preparatory work to establish this working group has already taken 
place within the NJC and with DCLG. But this matter has also had to be on hold 
while discussions relating directly to the dispute continued between DCLG and 
FBU. However work to put in place the appropriate process to take this work 
forward is now continuing.
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Commitment to joint work 

7. There has been very constructive discussion under the NJC for Local Authority 
Fire and Rescue Service’s commitment to work jointly on ‘changes identified by 
each Side to ensure that there is a pay framework alongside terms and conditions 
in the fire and rescue service which reflect the responsibilities of, and current and 
future demands on, the service and the profession’. This includes the increasing 
need to consider how the workforce's skills and commitment can best be utilised 
and the type of activities undertaken. To support this discussion a joint survey of 
fire and rescue services has been undertaken to map out what currently happens 
on the ground and to identify the types of activity FRSs felt to be of additional value 
for the future at national level.

8. The expectation is that a number of work streams will be put in place to take this 
work forward when the NJC meets on 15 October.   

Conciliation work

9. The Joint Secretaries are undertaking a considerable amount of conciliation work 
at the present time to facilitate agreement on a wide ranging number of issues at 
local level. 

NJC for Brigade Managers of Local Authority Fire and Rescue Services

10. Since the Commission last met agreement has been reached on the matter of pay 
for 2014 for senior managers covered by the NJC. The Association of Principal 
Fire Officers accepted the offer below:

10.1 An increase of 1.0% on basic salary applicable to brigade managers earning 
a basic salary of £99,999 or lower (as at 31 December 2013)

10.2 A flat rate increase of £1000 on basic salary applicable to brigade managers 
earning a basic salary of £100,000 or more (as at 31 December 2013)

Working Time Regulations

11. The LGA’s Workforce team issues regular employment law updates. Given fire and 
rescue authority interest in the Working Time Regulations and the impact on shift 
systems with an on-call element, your attention is particularly drawn to the first 
case covered by Advisory Bulletin 616, which can be found here:

http://www.local.gov.uk/documents/10180/5883011/AB616/c024fe58-2d62-47a4-
91e4-ee60e2ae2414

12. This covers the recent Employment Appeal Tribunal judgment in the case of 
Truslove and another v Scottish Ambulance Service. The EAT held that on-call 
time when the employees had to be away from home and within three miles of the 
relevant ambulance station was working time, rather than on-call time, for the 
purpose of the Working Time Regulations 1998, because the employees were 
obliged to be present and available at that place determined by their employer. 
This case has also been brought to the attention of Chief Fire Officers. 
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